Global Dissemination

Research from nearly 4,000 institutions spanning 190+ countries across the world access 35M+ abstracts and download 25M+ articles annually.

Outstanding Quality

- Atom & Molecule
- Plasma & Fusion
- Applied Physics
- Instrumentation & Measurement
- Mathematical Physics

Articles Published by Region

- 27% North America
- 25% Europe
- 21% Asia
- 15% Latin America
- 5% Other

Global Authorship

In 2018 more than 16,000 articles published across all publications representing the global community of scientists.

AIP Corporate

AIP Publishing Sales Team
+1 800 344 6902 | +1 516 576 2270 | sales@aip.org
Research from Nobel Prize winners and notable scientists...

**Benefits of Access**
- Customized corporate packages – thousands of articles in your area of research
- Company-wide access, 24/7 – enhanced research at your fingertips
- IP range management – access across multiple business locations
- COUNTER-compliant usage reports
- Customer support and resources – services available to help you every step of the way

**Corporate Packages**
Industry-specific bundles create a highly targeted suite of content for your users. Speak to a Sales Manager to learn more about our corporate packages and licensing options that best suit your organization’s needs.

**Trial Request**
Request a FREE 30-day trial for access to the complete AIP Publishing portfolio.
Learn how AIP Publishing can complement your research. Contact sales@aip.org for more information.

**Industry-Specific Research That Transforms Your Business**

![Aerospace/Avionics](598k+ Articles)
- Journal of Aircraft Science & Technology
- AIP Conference Proceedings
- Applied Physics Letters
- Chaos

![Chemical](706k+ Articles)
- Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data
- Journal of Rheology
- Journal of Applied Physics
- The Journal of Chemical Physics

![Automotive](515k+ Articles)
- Journal of Aircraft Science & Technology
- AIP Conference Proceedings
- Applied Physics Letters
- Chaos

![Biotechnology](225k+ Articles)
- Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data
- Chaos
- Journal of Applied Physics
- Journal of Chemical Physics

![Engineering](762k+ Articles)
- Journal of Aircraft Science & Technology
- AIP Conference Proceedings
- Applied Physics Letters
- Chaos

![Material Science/Materials & Metals](704k+ Articles)
- Journal of Aircraft Science & Technology
- AIP Conference Proceedings
- Applied Physics Letters
- Chaos

![Manufacturing & Construction](553k+ Articles)
- Journal of Aircraft Science & Technology
- AIP Conference Proceedings
- Applied Physics Letters
- Chaos

![Pharma](533k+ Articles)
- Journal of Aircraft Science & Technology
- AIP Conference Proceedings
- Applied Physics Letters
- Chaos

![Power & Utilities](689k+ Articles)
- Journal of Aircraft Science & Technology
- AIP Conference Proceedings
- Applied Physics Letters
- Chaos

**Physics Today**
A great resource for all industries

Physics Today is the flagship publication of the American Institute of Physics and the most influential and closely followed physics magazine in the world. Offering authoritative features, full news coverage and analysis, along with fresh perspectives on technological advances and ground-breaking research, Physics Today covers the entire range of physics and physics-related sciences.

Ask about organizational access to Physics Today.